A steroid-triggered switch in E74 transcription factor isoforms regulates the timing of secondary-response gene expression
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ABSTRACT The steroid hormone 20-hydroxycydsone (referred to here as ecdysone) directs Drosophila metamorphosis by activating a series of genetic regulatory hierarchies. ETS domain transcription factors encoded by the edysone-inducible E74 early gene, E74A and E74B, act at the top of these hierarchies to coordinate the induction of target genes. We have ectopically expressed these E74 isoforms to understand their regulatory functions during the onset of metamorphosis. We show that E74 can regulate its own transcription, most likely through binding sites within its gene. Ectopic expression of E74B can partially repress the E78B and DHR3 orphan receptor genes, suggesting a role for E74 in the appropriate timing of early-late gene expression. Furthermore, E74A is both necessary and sufficient for E78B induction, implicating E74A as a key regulator of E78B expression. We also show, consistent with our studies of E74 loss-of-function mutations, that E74B is a potent repressor of late gene transcription and E74A is sufficient to prematurely induce the L71–I late gene. However, ectopic expression of both Broad-Complex and E74A activators in an E74B mutant background is not sufficient to prematurely induce all late genes, indicating that other factors contribute to this regulatory circuit. These observations demonstrate that the steroid-triggered switch in E74 transcription factor isoforms plays a central role in the proper timing of secondary-response gene expression.

Extensive studies have shown that steroid hormones interact with specific nuclear receptors to reprogram gene expression within target cells (1, 2). Our understanding of the events that occur downstream from the receptor, however, remains obscure. Few hormone-induced target genes have been identified, and their biological functions are often unclear. We are studying the hormonal regulation of insect metamorphosis as a model system for defining the molecular mechanisms of steroid hormone action. In the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster, pulses of the steroid hormone ecdysone direct the major postembryonic developmental transitions, including molting and metamorphosis (3). A high titer ecdysone pulse at the end of the third, and final, larval instar triggers puparium formation and the onset of prepupal development, and is followed by another ecdysone pulse 10 hr later that triggers head eversion and the prepupal-pupal transition. Studies of the puffing patterns of the larval salivary gland polytene chromosomes have provided a unique opportunity to visualize the effects of a steroid hormone on gene activity (4, 5). About six early puff genes are rapidly and directly induced by ecdysone. Some of these genes encode regulatory proteins that both repress their own expression and induce more than 100 secondary-response genes that reside within the late puffs. The late puff products, in turn, are thought to direct the appropriate function of the salivary gland during prepupal development.

Molecular studies have confirmed and extended this hierarchical model of ecdysone action (see refs. 6, 7 for recent reviews). Four early ecdysone-inducible puff genes have been described. One of these, encoded by the 63F early puff, encodes a calcium-binding protein related to calmodulin, providing the potential for crosstalk between steroid and calcium signaling pathways (8). The other three early puff genes—the Broad-Complex (BR-C), E74, and E75—encode families of site-specific DNA-binding proteins that function as transcription factors (9–11). The BR-C encodes multiple protein isoforms, each containing one of four possible pairs of zinc fingers (designated Z1-Z4) (9, 12). E74 encodes two protein isoforms, E74A and E74B, that share a common C-terminal ETS DNA-binding domain fused to unique N-terminal sequences (11). The BR-C and E74 are essential for critical developmental responses to ecdysone and function together to regulate overlapping sets of secondary-response target genes (13–16). Studies with staged animals and cultured larval organs have indicated that the timing and levels of early gene transcription are a direct consequence of changes in ecdysone titer (17, 18). Some early mRNAs, including the BR-C and E74B, are induced early in the third larval instar by low titer pulses of ecdysone, whereas the high titer late larval ecdysone pulse represses E74B transcription and induces E74A. These responses lead to waves of ecdysone-induced gene expression during the onset of metamorphosis (19, 20).

The late puffs fall into two categories, early-late and late-late, distinguished by their timing and ecdysone regulation (21). The DHR3 and E78B early-late puff genes encode orphan members of the nuclear receptor superfamily, and thus may function as transcriptional regulators much like the early genes (22, 23). Also like the early genes, both DHR3 and E78B are induced directly by ecdysone. Unlike the early genes, however, maximal DHR3 and E78B transcription is dependent on ecdysone-induced protein synthesis (23, 24). Mutations in E78 have no detectable effect on development, although they do show subtle alterations in the puffing response to ecdysone (25). In contrast, DHR3 mutations lead to lethality during embryonic development (G. Carney and M. Bender, personal communication). Ectopic expression experiments have revealed that DHR3 can both repress early gene transcription at puparium formation and induce the βFTZ-F1 mid-prepupal competence factor (26, 27).

Two late-late puff genes have been described at the molecular level. One gene has been isolated from the 4F late puff and five pairs of L71 genes have been isolated from the 71E late puff (28, 29). In contrast to the early and early-late genes, these
late-late genes are expressed in one tissue at one stage during development; they are coordinately induced in the salivary glands at puparium formation and repressed 12–14 hr later. The L71 genes encode small, apparently secreted, polypeptides that resemble defensins and venom toxins. This final secretion from the salivary glands into the space between the imaginal hypoderm and prepupal cuticle may protect the animal from bacterial infection during metamorphosis (29). The BR-C and E74 are essential for appropriate late gene expression, consistent with their induction as a secondary-response to ecysdose (14, 30, 31). This has been most extensively demonstrated with L71–6, which is induced directly by both BR-C and E74A proteins (32, 33).

In this study, we continue our functional analysis of E74 by examining the effects of ectopic E74A and E74B expression on target gene transcription. We show that the E74 isoforms can positively regulate one another, suggesting that the cluster of E74 binding sites in the middle of the E74 gene is of functional significance. Ectopic expression of E74B can partially repress DHR3 and E78B and efficiently repress the 4F and L71 late genes. Furthermore, E74A is both necessary and sufficient for E78B induction, supporting a key role for E74A in E78B expression. In contrast, ectopic E74A is sufficient to induce only low levels of transcription of some late genes, in an E74B mutant background and in the presence of the BR-C Z1 activator. We conclude that the ecysdose-triggered isomeric switch from an E74B repressor to an E74A inducer is necessary, but not sufficient, for the proper timing of late gene induction at puparium formation. These studies demonstrate that changes in hormone titer are transduced through the induction and repression of different transcription factors to coordinate secondary-response gene expression during development.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Construction of Transgenic Fly Stocks. The 3.2-kb SpeI-StuI restriction fragment containing the E74A coding region was inserted between the EcoRI and StuI sites of the pCaSpeR-hs vector (34). This P element was introduced into the germ line of w; rP509 P[ΔyΔ–2–3](99B) embryos by microinjection (35) and eight independent transformant lines were recovered. One line, carrying a single homozygous viable P element insertion on the second chromosome, designated P[hsp-E74A], generated the highest levels of E74A mRNA in response to heat shock and was used for the studies reported here.

A 4.3-kb HindIII (filled in)–XbaI restriction fragment containing the E74B coding region and 1.0 kb of the 3′ untranslated region was inserted between the HpaI and XbaI sites of pCaSpeR-hs (34). This P element was co-injected along with the helper plasmid pΔ25.7wc into the germ line of yDf(1)w67c23 embryos (36), and two independent transformant lines were recovered. One line carrying a single homozygous viable P element insertion on the second chromosome, designated P[hsp-E74B], generated high levels of E74B mRNA in response to heat shock and was used for the studies reported here.

Ectopic Expression. Third instar larvae were maintained on food containing 0.05% bromophenol blue and staged based on the clearance of dye from their guts (37). Heat treatment had no apparent effect on the timing of gut clearance. For heat shock, staged animals were placed in 1.5-ml microcentrifuge tubes suspended in 35°C water baths. Animals were removed after 2 hr at 25°C, after which RNA was extracted from the whole animals. To test the effects of ectopic E74A and/or Z1 expression in E74B mutants, Tb+ larvae from the following crosses were selected for heat treatment and RNA isolation: (1) for E74B mutants with no ectopic expression: w; Df(3L)st-81k19/TM6C Sh Tb virgins crossed with w; E74D–1/TM6C Sh Tb males, (2) for ectopic E74A: w; Df(3L)st-81k19/TM6C Sh Tb virgins crossed with w; P[hsp-E74A]; E74D–1/TM6C Sh Tb males, (3) for ectopic Z1: w P[hsp(BRC-Q1-Z1)]; Df(3L)st-81k19/TM6C Sh Tb virgin females crossed with w; E74D–1/TM6C Sh Tb males, (4) for ectopic E74A and Z1: w P[hsp(BRC-Q1-Z1)]; Df(3L)st-81k19/TM6C Sh Tb virgin females crossed with P[hsp-E74A]; E74D–1/TM6C Sh Tb males. The P[hsp(BRC-Q1-Z1)] line was kindly provided by K. Crossgrove and G. Guild (University of Pennsylvania) (33). The E74 mutations have been described previously (15).

Northern Blot Hybridization. Total RNA was isolated as described (37), fractionated by formaldehyde agarose gel electrophoresis, and transferred to nylon membranes (NEN/ DuPont). Hybridization and washing were performed using probes specific for each ecysdose-regulated gene, as described (19, 31).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Heat Shock Directs High Levels of Ectopic E74A and E74B Expression. Full-length E74A or E74B coding regions were inserted into the pCaSpeR-hs P element vector and introduced into the Drosophila genome by germ-line transformation (36). One transformant line that efficiently expressed either E74A or E74B under the control of the hsp70 promoter was selected for further characterization. In P[hsp-E74A] prepupae, a 3.2-kb E74A transcript accumulates in response to a 10-min heat shock at 35°C, and maximal levels of mRNA are induced after a 30-min heat treatment (Fig. 1A). Similarly, a 4.4-kb E74B transcript accumulates in P[hsp-E74B] prepupae after a 10-min heat shock, and maximal mRNA levels are obtained by 30 min (Fig. 1B). The amount of hs-E74A mRNA is severalfold higher than that normally seen in newly formed prepupae, whereas the amount of hs-E74B mRNA is significantly higher than endogenous E74B mRNA in late larvae. No hs-E74A or hs-E74B transcripts are detectable in the absence of heat treatment or in w control animals (Fig. 1). E74 Autoregulation. Analysis of E74 loss-of-function mutations revealed that E74B is required for proper levels of E74A transcription in late prepupae, suggesting that E74B induces E74A at this stage in development (31). Furthermore, the presence of three adjacent E74 binding sites in the middle of the E74 gene suggest that this regulation may be direct (38, 39). To determine whether ectopic E74A or E74B expression had any effect on E74 transcription, control, P[hsp-E74A], and P[hsp-E74B] late third instar larvae were heat-shocked for 30 min and allowed to recover for 2 hr. RNA was extracted from newly formed prepupae selected from this population of heat-treated animals, and E74 transcription was analyzed by Northern blot hybridization (Fig. 2). As expected, E74B mRNA is not detectable in control newly formed prepupae, and E74A is expressed (17) (Fig. 2, lanes 2, 6). The levels of E74A transcription, however, are clearly increased in the presence of ectopic E74B expression (Fig. 2, lane 4). This result is consistent with our E74B mutant analysis, and suggests that E74B directly induces E74A transcription. E74B must, however, exert this effect together with one or more stage-specific regulators because E74A transcription is selectively reduced in E74B mutant late prepupae, and remains unaffected in mutant late third instar larvae (31).

Unexpectedly, the complementary experiment revealed that ectopic expression of E74A is sufficient to induce E74B transcription in newly formed prepupae (Fig. 2, lane 8). This result is consistent with the hypothesis that, as E74A is not detectable when E74B transcription is induced during development (17), and E74A mutations have no effect on E74B expression (31).

E74 Regulates DHR3 and E78B Early-Late Gene Expression. DHR3 and E78B respond in different ways to a loss of E74 activity. The peak of DHR3 expression in early prepupae is shifted earlier in E74B mutants, whereas E78B is submaximally induced in E74A mutant prepupae (31). Consistent with these loss-of-function phenotypes, DRHR3 transcription is slightly repressed in
larval salivary gland ecdysone regulatory hierarchy. This result also implies a dual function for E74B in a single tissue during third instar larval development: as an activator of salivary gland glue gene transcription (31), and as a repressor of late gene activity. An understanding of the mechanism whereby E74B is able to mediate these opposite functions awaits biochemical analysis. However, as proposed for E74A, part of the mechanism is likely to involve interactions between E74B and other factors such as those encoded by the BR-C (16).

**E74A and the BR-C Are Not Sufficient for Proper Late Gene Induction, Even in the Absence of the E74B Repressor.** Unlike E74B, which represses late gene transcription, E74A appears to function as a specific late gene activator. The L71 late genes are transcribed at reduced levels and with a 2-hr delay in E74A mutants (31). To test whether E74A is sufficient and necessary to obtain proper late gene transcription, we examined L71–1, L71–6, and 4F mRNAs in transgenic animals ectopically expressing E74A at different developmental stages. We find that ectopic E74A expression has no apparent effect on the levels of late gene transcription in newly formed prepupae (Fig. 3B). However, ectopic expression of E74A in mid-third instar larvae is sufficient to prematurely induce low levels of L71–1 mRNA (Fig. 4), consistent with the loss-of-function E74A phenotype and demonstrating that E74A is sufficient to induce at least a subset of late genes.

Our inability to induce proper levels of salivary gland late gene transcription with ectopic E74A expression could be due to either the presence of the E74B repressor or the absence of another essential inducer of late genes. One candidate for this essential inducer is encoded by the BR-C Z1 isoform, corresponding to the rbp + function (40). The rbp + function is essential for late gene expression and exerts its effects through direct interaction of the Z1 protein with late promoters (14, 33, 41). To determine if E74A functions together with the BR-C Z1 isoform to induce late genes, we constructed transgenic lines that could ectopically express either E74A, Z1, or both proteins in either wild-type or E74B mutant larvae. We predicted that if E74A and Z1 are sufficient for late gene induction, we should see premature late gene expression only in an E74B mutant background and only in the presence of ectopic E74A and Z1. The results clearly show, however, that this is not the case (Fig. 4). No L71–0 or 4F transcription can be detected in mid-third instar larvae as a result of ectopic E74A and/or Z1 expression. Furthermore, the absence of E74B has no effect on the ability of E74A and/or Z1 to induce late promoter activity (Fig. 4).

These results demonstrate that, although E74 and the BR-C are necessary for proper L71 induction, they are not sufficient for this response and thus other regulators must contribute to this pathway. One candidate is the crooked legs (crol) gene (P.P.D. and C.S.T., unpublished work). crol mutants have no effect on E74A transcription in late third instar larvae, but show a delay in L71 induction in prepupae that is similar to that seen in E74A mutants. It is also possible that another repressor acts on the late genes in third instar larvae. One candidate for such a repressor is the ecdysone receptor itself, which exerts negative control on the late puffs, preventing their premature induction by ecdysone (21). Further studies of late gene regulation should provide a more complete understanding of this regulatory circuit.

**The Ecdysone-Triggered Switch from E74B Repressor to E74A Inducer Is Required for the Timing of Late Gene Induction.** We have shown that E74A and E74B transcription is precisely coordinated by dynamic changes in ecdysone concentration (17). E74B is induced by a low ecdysone concentration and repressed by higher hormone concentrations. Furthermore, the ecdysone concentration required for 50% maximal E74B repression is similar to that required for 50% maximal E74A induction. Thus, each rise in ecdysone titer directs an oblige switch in E74 isoforms, with a period of E74B expression preceding a period of

---

**Fig. 1. Time course of ectopic E74 induction.** (A) Both w and w; P[hs-E74A] animals were synchronized at puparium formation and aged 4 hr. These prepupae were then heat-shocked at 35°C for the number of minutes indicated. RNA was extracted from whole animals, and the endogenous and heat-induced E74A and E74B mRNAs were detected by Northern blot hybridization as described (31). RNA was also extracted from non-heat-induced w; P[hs-E74A] 0-hr prepupae (0 hr pp) as a positive control for normal levels of endogenous E74A mRNA, and from non-heat-induced w; P[hs-E74A] 5-hr prepupae (5 hr pp) as a negative control for E74A expression. (B) Both w and w; P[hs-E74B] animals were synchronized at puparium formation and heat-shocked at 35°C for the number of minutes indicated. RNA was extracted from whole animals, and the endogenous and heat-induced E74A and E74B mRNAs detected by Northern blot hybridization. RNA was also extracted from non-heat-induced w; P[hs-E74B] 8-hr larvae (~8 hr pp) as a positive control for normal levels of endogenous E74B mRNA, and from non-heat-induced w; P[hs-E74B] 1.5-hr prepupae (1.5 hr pp) as a negative control for E74B expression.

The presence of ectopic E74B expression and unaffected by E74A (Fig. 3A). The inefficiency of DHR3 repression suggests that this is an indirect effect of E74B. Interestingly, ectopic E74B expression also leads to repression of E78B, suggesting that there may exist coordinate pathways for early-late gene regulation by E74. E74B transcription is unaffected by ectopic E74A expression in newly formed prepupae (data not shown), but a distinct induction can be detected in the presence of ectopic E74A in late third instar larva (Fig. 3A). This observation is consistent with the E74A loss-of-function phenotype and indicates that E74A is both necessary and sufficient for proper E78B induction. E74A thus functions as at least one of the ecdysone-induced proteins required for maximal E78B induction at puparium formation (23).

**E74B Is a Potent Repressor of Late Gene Transcription.** The duration of L71 transcription expands by several hours in E74B mutants, suggesting that E74B may normally repress their expression (31). In support of this hypothesis, ectopic E74B completely prevents L71–1 and L71–6 induction in newly formed prepupae (Fig. 3B). The similar effect on 4F transcription suggests that E74B may function as a general repressor of late gene transcription. This is consistent with our earlier observation that a subset of late puffs that normally peak in size in 1- to 2-hr prepupae are significantly enlarged in newly formed E74B mutant prepupae (15).

The observation that E74B is necessary and sufficient to repress late gene transcription confirms a role for E74B in the late
The timing and amounts of $E74B$ expression are, therefore, a function of the rate at which the ecdysone titer increases. Cultured larval organs treated with a high concentration of ecdysone will result in minimal $E74B$ expression, for about 1- to 2-hr duration, whereas $E74B$ is expressed for about a day when the ecdysone titer rises slowly, as in third instar larvae (17, 19).

The observation that $E74B$ is a potent repressor of late gene transcription provides a function for this elegant switch in $E74$ isoforms (Fig. 5). We propose that the products of $rpb$ and $E74B$, which are induced in early third instar larvae by low titer pulses

![Fig. 2. $E74$ regulates its own transcription. Both w (lane 2) and w; P[hs-$E74B$] (lane 4) late third instar larvae or w (lane 6) and w; P[hs-$E74A$] (lane 8) late third instar larvae were heat-shocked at 35°C for 30 min and allowed to recover at 25°C for 2 hr. Newly formed prepupae were selected from the population of animals, and RNA was extracted and analyzed by Northern blot hybridization to detect $E74$ transcription. RNA was also extracted from non-heat-induced w; P[hs-$E74B$] newly formed prepupae (lane 3) or w; P[hs-$E74A$] newly formed prepupae as a control (lane 7). Heat-induced $E74B$ transcripts (hs-$E74B$) are still detectable 2 hr after heat shock, but heat-induced $E74A$ transcripts are not detectable at this time (lanes 4 and 8). Hybridization to detect $rpb$ mRNA was used to confirm equivalent loading and transfer in each lane. The numbers to the left of the blots denote RNA marker sizes (M) in kilobases (kb) (lanes 1 and 5).](image)

![Fig. 3. Ectopic $E74B$ represses late gene transcription. The Northern blots of w, w; P[hs-$E74A$], and w; P[hs-$E74B$] RNA described in Fig. 2 were hybridized with a radiolabeled probe to detect (A) $DHR3$ mRNA or (B) $L71-1$, $L71-6$, and $4F$ late mRNAs. A different time point was used to detect $E78B$ mRNA (A), where w and w; P[hs-$E74A$] late third instar larvae were subjected to heat shock and recovery approximately 8 hr before puparium formation. This time corresponds to the initial induction of $E78B$, which occurs earlier than that of $DHR3$. The slightly reduced levels of $L71-6$ and $4F$ mRNA in control prepupae reflect standard experimental variation for this stage in development.](image)

![Fig. 4. BR-C Z1 and $E74A$ are not sufficient to prematurely induce proper late gene transcription. Transgenic fly stocks were constructed that could ectopically express either $E74A$ (P[hs-$E74A$]) or the BR-C Z1 protein (P[hs-Z1]), or both factors together, in wild-type (w) and $E74B$ mutant (w; $E74B^{2}$) backgrounds. Mid-third instar larva from these lines were subjected to a 30-min heat shock at 37°C and allowed to recover at room temperature for 2 hr (+), or left at room temperature as a control (−). Both $E74A$ and Z1 mRNA are efficiently induced by heat shock at this stage in development (data not shown). RNA was then extracted and analyzed by Northern blot hybridization to detect $L71-1$, $L71-6$, and $4F$ transcription. RNA isolated from staged 0 and 4-hr w prepupae was used as a positive control. Hybridization to detect $rpb$ mRNA was used to confirm equivalent loading and transfer in each lane.](image)
of ecdysone, act opposingly on the late promoters. We suggest that the presence of E74B protein counteracts Z1 and other activators that might be present, directly preventing late gene induction until the end of larval development when E74B is repressed and E74A is induced. The presence of both Z1 and E74A in newly formed prepupa then contribute to the coordinate induction of late gene transcription, together with other positive regulators such as those encoded by the crol locus. The ETS DNA-binding domain shared by E74A and E74B allows these factors to oppositely regulate the same target genes with distinct temporal specificity, permitting the tight coupling of rises in ecdysone titer to the induction of secondary-response genes. It is interesting to note that a similar switch between negative and positive ETS domain transcription factors has been described during Drosophila eye and ventral ectoderm development, with the opposing effects of yan and pointed (42, 43).

The general features of this model provide a mechanism for obtaining the exquisite temporal specificity of the many salivary gland late puffs by a relatively small number of interacting regulatory molecules. The early induction of an activator such as the BR-C Z1 isoform may prime the genome for global change, by providing a general regulator required for local control. The expression of combinations of repressors and activators, derived from promoters with different ecdysone sensitivities, would then serve to counteract or enhance the activity of Z1 at specific late puff loci, leading to the observed waves of coordinate late puff formation. Further studies of late gene regulation should provide a more detailed understanding of these regulatory circuits and establish a foundation for understanding how dynamic changes in hormone titer can lead to diverse biological responses through the coordinate regulation of large batteries of stage-specific secondary-response genes.
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